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DAYTIME PROGRAMMING
**NEW SERIES**
Pirata & Capitano
U.S. Series Premiere Sunday, June 16 at 8:30a/7:30c
Rating Pending
Set sail with the faithful crew of the good ship Pink Skull. Pirata, Capitano and their friends are on a neverending quest for treasure and find adventure, fun and team spirit on the way as they explore the mysterious
islands of the Great Sea.
• The Sunken Ship/Pegleg Squid’s Treasure premieres Sunday, June 16 at 8:30a/7:30c
While sailing, Pirata finds a piece of carved wood which looks like a fragment from the figurehead
of a very old pirate ship. After locating the shipwreck with Capitano's help, Pirata wants to explore
it right away, despite Capitano's warnings. Later, Pirata and her crew hoist a treasure chest
onboard. Inside, they find a mysterious message containing a riddle signed by a famous pirate.
• The Island With No Name/Green Beard’s Treasure premieres Sunday, June 23 at 8:30a/7:30c
Pirate tradition holds that the first pirate to set foot on an unmapped island and plant his or her
flag on the summit gets the privilege of naming it. Pirata wants to name an island after herself, but
so does Capitano! Later, Pirata finds a map indicating the location of Green Beard's famous
treasure.
• Who Stole the Pink Skull?/The Game premieres Sunday, June 30 at 8:30a/7:30c
Dodo the Devious infests the Pink Skull with mosquitos, forcing the crew to evacuate, then steals
their ship! Later, because they lost a game of "Little Boats" against Dodo the Devious, Pirata and
Capitano must find and bring back a belled banana before sunset. But if they fail, they'll be forever
labelled rotten pirates and they'll have to wear shameful hats made of jellyfish poo (the pirate
equivalent of a dunce's cap).

**ONGOING SERIES**
My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic (Season 9)
Series Airs Saturdays at 11:30a/10:30c
TV-Y
MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC follows the magical Princess Twilight Sparkle and her trusted
assistant Spike, who live in Ponyville in the enchanted land of Equestria, along with her colorful pony friends –
honest Applejack, generous Rarity, kind Fluttershy, loyal Rainbow Dash and fun-loving Pinkie Pie. Together,
they teach one another valuable lessons about the most powerful magic of all – the magic of friendship. This
season, fan favorites “Quibble Pants” (voiced by Patton Oswalt) and “Cheese Sandwich” (voiced by “Weird Al”
Yankovic) return to Equestria. Additionally, with brand new original songs, exciting new characters and even
bigger adventures, MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC will celebrate its epic 200th episode with Twilight
Sparkle and her big brother, Shining Armor, pitting their wits against each other to settle a long-standing
sibling rivalry score.
• Going to Seed premieres Saturday, June 1 at 11:30a/10:30c
Applejack's plans for an orderly harvest go awry when Apple Bloom becomes obsessed with
catching a magical creature she thinks can help them.
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Student Counsel premieres Saturday, June 8 at 11:30a/10:30c
Starlight Glimmer relishes her role as school counselor and encourages the students to come to her
anytime about anything, but when always being available becomes too much, she learns it doesn’t
have to be all or nothing.
The Last Crusade premieres Saturday, June 15 at 11:30a/10:30c
Unexpected visitors to Ponyville threaten to break up the Cutie Mark Crusaders forever!
Mid-Season Finale: Between Dark and Dawn premieres Saturday, June 22 at 11:30a/10:30c
Luna and Celestia take a “bucket-list” sister vacation while Twilight and her friends struggle to
cover the princesses' many royal duties alone.

PRIMETIME PROGRAMMING
**NEW SERIES**
Treehouse Masters
Network Premiere Monday, June 3 at 7/6c
TV-PG
TREEHOUSE MASTERS has viewers climbing to a majestic world up in the treetops with visionary and tree
whisperer Pete Nelson as he designs private escapes for those with a passion to reconnect with nature and
awaken their inner child. Pete goes out on a limb to create breathtaking realities for a host of clientele
including designing multi-bedroom dream tree houses complete with functional plumbing and electricity to
simple one-room lofts. His portfolio boasts the creation and construction of adventurous tree-house retreats,
which include zip lines and vine swings, Indiana Jones-inspired bridges and secret entrances; a levitating
lighthouse treehouse; and a record-high recording studio that marries music and nature. Pete and his team of
designers and carpenters, including son Charlie, must endure Mother Nature's shifty antics, dangerous
construction equipment and dizzy heights in order to build these sanctuaries.
• Backyard Bungalow premieres Monday, June 3 at 7/6c
Faced with the need to expand their house after daughter Hope returns from college, a couple in
Medford, Oregon, calls Pete to expand their not-so-empty nest. Distracted by constant visits from
the couple filled with ideas, Pete sets off to build the expansion in a series of white oak trees. As
the clients’ requests continue to evolve, Pete transforms the design into a multi-faceted
guesthouse that can accommodate their daughter as well as other guests who visit the family.
• Canopy Clubhouse premieres Monday, June 3 at 8/7c
With a budget as high as the trees in its backyard, a family in Bedford, New York hires Pete to
design a dream clubhouse for the entire family. The checklist of requests is anchored by a central
two-story structure with a roof reaching 40 feet off the ground, providing a view above the built-in
white oak trees.
• Spirit House Retreat premieres Monday, June 3 at 9/8c
In search of an inspiring space to begin her first novel, a writer in Rhinebeck, New York, calls on
Pete to build a hideaway to embrace her creativity but instantly feels blocked when she disagrees
with Pete about the chosen tree.
• Sky High Spa premieres Monday, June 3 at 10/9c
Pete has the opportunity to create his first treehouse spa when the owner of a peaceful ranch
retreat in Austin, Texas, wants to expand… into the trees. Challenged with an intricate plumbing
system and space issues, Pete and his team attempt to bring serenity to a Texan oak tree with a
private massage area, steam shower and Japanese soaking tub along with plenty of tranquility.
• Twenty Ton Texas Treehouse premieres Monday, June 10 at 7/6c
In search of more living space for their growing, multi-generational family, a Texas couple asks Pete
to create a ranch-style treehouse in the hackberry trees on their sprawling property outside of
Waco. Pete rises to the challenge and delivers one of the biggest treehouses he’s ever built – a
75,000-pound house adorned with a traditional Texas exterior and a contemporary and luxurious
interior complete with a full bathroom, a kitchen with top-of-the-line appliances and a flat-screen
television, where the entire family can gather together.
• Love is in the Air premieres Monday, June 10 at 8/7c
An adventurous couple wants to host their wedding at Treehouse Point, but all of the existing
treehouses are booked. Pete convinces his family to make room for a new addition and constructs
a magical Honeymoon Suite.
• Treetop Taphouse premieres Monday, June 10 at 9/8c
Looking for a unique place to showcase its specially crafted beer, an Ohio family enlists Pete to
build a “brewery in the sky” on its massive rural property. Faced with extreme winter weather
throughout the entire build, Pete and his crew receive an extra hand from local Amish community
members, who bring generations of hand-crafted excellence to Pete’s first-ever “treemendous”
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brewery.
Luck O’ The Irish Cottage premieres Monday, June 10 at 10/9c
An Irish family in Orange County wants to bring a taste of the homeland to the States and has the
perfect olive tree in its backyard to nestle a Celtic-themed cottage. Pete and his team devise a
challenging, circular design, a cobblestone exterior, a grass roof and a custom-made rainmaker to
mimic the wet Ireland climate.
Temple of Adventure premieres Monday, June 17 at 7/6c
Pete builds an incredible, adventure-themed treehouse for a young exploration-loving family in the
heart of Pennsylvania’s Pocono Mountains. With a secret sarcophagus entrance, a second-story
sleeping loft and loads of adventurous novelties, this treehouse is sure to bring the family hours of
fun, especially when Pete reveals his tailored, sentimental surprise: a tribute to the family’s
beloved grandmother.
Santa’s Workshop premieres Monday, June 17 at 8/7c
A family who celebrates Christmas 365 days a year tasks Pete with creating a Christmas-treehouse
wonderland in the desert outside of Jamul, California. Faced with just a week to complete the build,
Pete and his crew receive helping hands from the "Fraternal Order of Real Bearded Santas."
Black Bear Bungalow premieres Monday, June 17 at 9/8c
Two sisters who run their family’s rural inn in Farmington, Pennsylvania, present Pete with a bear
of a task: build an observation treehouse on their 1000-acre property, where they can watch the
black bears roaming the land.
Wild Butterfly Escape premieres Monday, June 17 at 10/9c
A large family from Ohio, runs a nonprofit organization, Cornerstone of Hope, which provides grief
services to anyone who has lost a family member. The family asks Pete to build a therapeutic space
in the trees, incorporating the nonprofit’s symbol, the butterfly. Pete jumps at this opportunity as
he strongly believes in the unique healing power of trees and treehouses.
Sky High Redwood Retreat premieres Monday, June 24 at 7/6c
A nature-loving woman in Humboldt County, California, asks Pete and his crew to build a treehouse
that pushes their skills to the limit. The owner dreams of seeing the Pacific Ocean from her cozy
forest perch atop the redwood canopy, and Pete knows that he and his crew are the only ones who
can deliver!
Levitating Lighthouse premieres Monday, June 24 at 8/7c
A young couple has big dreams of a lighthouse treehouse atop a seaside seawall along the coast of
Northwest Washington. Pete is challenged by the property’s incredibly steep grade and must
deliver all of his materials to the site by way of barge only!
Record High Recording Studio premieres Monday, June 24 at 9/8c
A family from nearby Seattle wants to expand its already famous rural recording studio up into the
trees! Up for the challenge, Pete creates a high-tech, two-story recording oasis more than 36-feet
tall within a group of cedar trees. Upon completion, this musical treetop masterpiece is ready for
its first recording session when a Grammy-award-winning megastar arrives at the reveal to lay
down a brand-new track.
African Safari Hut premieres Monday, June 24 at 10/9c
In Washington, an author who grew up in Kenya enlists Pete’s help to build an African-inspired
circular hut treehouse to share with his wife.

The Pool Master
Network Premiere Sunday, June 2 at 7/6c
TV-PG
THE POOL MASTER extraordinaire Anthony Archer-Wills is distinguished for being the best in the world for
what he does – designing and delivering the ultimate swimming experience. A master designer and sculptor,
Archer-Wills creates pools to look as though they were formed by nature’s hand more than 1,000 years ago. In
each episode of THE POOL MASTER, Archer-Wills connects to the spirit of each house and its grounds to
complement his pool design, and then, he goes on a ‘stone hunt’ in search of the perfect natural rock for the
project. Once the client’s dream swimming pool is fulfilled, cameras share the inaugural swim. These are not
your everyday swimming holes!
• Cliffside Pool premieres Sunday, June 2 at 7/6c
Anthony Archer-Wills and his team build an adrenaline-filled adventure pool complete with natural
beach entry, rushing waterfall, a massive diving-rock and splashdown zipline.
• Wine Party Pool premieres Sunday, June 2 at 8/7c
Anthony and his crew set out to build the ultimate backyard retreat in the heart of wine country,
but a steep grade, unstable clay soil and the unpredictable cause major problems. If they can finish
the pool, they'll create not one, but three masterpieces.
• Edible Pool premieres Sunday, June 9 at 7/6c
A restaurant owner and his family want an oasis in their desert landscape to fit their ultra-organic
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lifestyle. Anthony and his team will have to build a self-cleaning pool with no chemicals because the
swimming pool will also be used to grow edible plants.
Ultimate Pools premieres Sunday, June 9 at 8/7c
Natural swimming pool designer Anthony Archer-Wills takes viewers on a journey to visit the
world's most stunning and jaw-dropping pools. From an oasis in Oklahoma to a pool perched high
atop the Pacific Ocean, sun-soaked fantasies are brought to life in spectacular fashion - showcasing
cascading waterfalls, swim-up bars, water slides racing through mountains, underwater tunnels and
even sharks!
Texas-Sized Pool premieres Sunday, June 16 at 7/6c
Anthony is building a Texas-sized swimming pool to blend seamlessly into the sprawling landscape
of a 300-acre ranch. But to give the homeowners their dream oasis, Anthony and the gang must
battle bugs and think big to help the family beat the blazing Texas heat!
English Garden Pool premieres Sunday, June 16 at 8/7c
A family in Texas needs Anthony's help transforming their backyard into a tranquil English garden,
but their sloped, tree-lined yard presents a logistical challenge for the team.
Fire and Water premieres Sunday, June 23 at 7/6c
A busy firefighter and his family need Anthony's help to fix the do-it-yourself pool project they
started. They want him to convert their muddy hole into a beautiful natural pool they can actually
use.
Laps of Luxury premieres Sunday, June 23 at 8/7c
A pair of fitness fiends want a multipurpose pool for exercise and entertaining friends, while also
serving as a safe place for their four dogs. However, the whole project is jeopardized when the
team hits bedrock right in the middle of the yard.
Sporting Pool premieres Sunday, June 30 at 7/6c
A northern California family are putting home renovations on hold to build the pool of their
dreams. But with limited space and challenging weather, can Anthony find a way to please
everyone in this sports-crazy family?
Japanese Water Garden premieres Sunday, June 30 at 8/7c
A California family wants Anthony to build a Japanese-style vacation paradise right in their
backyard, but a dry well and a ton of wet weather threatens to derail the project.

The Zoo
Network Premiere Monday, June 17 at 5/4c
TV-PG
Filmed over an eight-month period, THE ZOO takes audiences behind the scenes of the world-renowned Bronx
Zoo. Located 10 miles from Times Square in Manhattan, the Bronx Zoo spans approximately 265 acres and
features more than 6,000 animals and a dedicated staff of more than 500 people. Episodes will cover all sorts
of cases and animals including: a silverback gorilla with glaucoma, two keeper-raised Malayan tiger cubs
preparing for their introduction to their exhibit at Tiger Mountain, and the rescue of an orphaned snow
leopard cub from a remote region in Pakistan.
• Higher Purpose premieres Monday, June 17 at 5/4c
Ntondo, the Bronx Zoo’s beloved silverback gorilla, is losing his sight. To prevent his glaucoma from
worsening, the staff makes the decision to attempt a procedure never before performed on a
gorilla. Two tiger cubs are getting too big for their caretakers, who must begin the process of
transitioning them to Tiger Mountain so they can join the adult tigers. In the bird conservation
building, a passionate keeper plays matchmaker to the Maleo, an endearing but peculiar bird from
Indonesia.
• Moving Day premieres Monday, June 17 at 6/5c
Clyde, the Bronx Zoo’s huge male sea lion, is in a rut and has only one thing on his mind. With
mating season in full swing, the staff needs to move the younger males before Clyde gets
territorial. The veterinary team must exercise its ingenuity to repair a flamingo’s broken ankle
before it can rejoin the flock. A mammal keeper has to step out of her comfort zone when learning
to feed a giant African rock python.
• Handle with Care premieres Tuesday, June 18 at 5/4c
It’s all hands-on deck when the Bronx Zoo’s tomistoma, a freshwater crocodilian, stops laying eggs
and a team of keepers have to wrangle her into position for a medical exam. A newborn Thomson’s
gazelle isn’t getting the necessary care from its mother, so the veterinary team has to step in to
rear the baby antelope. Mert the Goose, a fixture of the Bronx Zoo, goes on a field trip into the city.
• A Star is Born premieres Tuesday, June 18 at 6/5c
Snowball, an adult snow leopard, is ailing, and the veterinary team is scrambling to figure out what
is wrong. Meanwhile, the birth of a little blue penguin becomes a sensation as keepers dive deep
into the process of teaching it how to become a penguin. The exhibits team designs a new exhibit
for the critically endangered blue iguana that has just arrived at the zoo.
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Birds and the Bees premieres Wednesday, June 19 at 5/4c
Leo, a snow leopard rescued from Pakistan, has a visit with a dentist as he is having trouble eating
because of a broken canine tooth. The staff of the bird department work to restore a beehive for
the bee-eater birds, providing their namesake meal for the first time in over a decade. The team at
the Ambassador Center work with Charlie the Fennec Fox, who normally has a reputation for being
hyperactive and anxious, to prepare him for his first encounter with a room full of curious children.
Walk on the Wild Side premieres Wednesday, June 19 at 6/5c
It’s round-up time as the Bronx Zoo takes its conservation work with American Bison to the next
level with an embryo transfer program between two herds thousands of miles apart. A
diamondback rattlesnake fighting an infection requires oral medication. The Ambassador Center
staff trains two cheetahs to stroll comfortably among humans on zoo grounds.
Love Shack premieres Thursday, June 20 at 5/4c
To help love bloom between two kiwis, zoo staff build an elaborate hut into which they introduce a
pair of potential mates. When a King Cobra arrives at the zoo, keepers have their hands full training
him to move from the exhibit to a holding pen.
Back to Africa premieres Thursday, June 20 at 6/5c
A breeding program at the Bronx Zoo has helped rescue the Kihansi spray toad from extinction.
Now, zoo staff will make the journey to east Africa to release thousands of toads to the remote
forest they call home. When it's time to try out a new chute that will help keepers care for the
notoriously skittish and unpredictable giraffes, they bring in Utu, the test-pilot giraffe. And finally,
the bird department conducts a flight tunnel experiment that they hope will help save the lives of
millions of birds every year.
Miracle Cub premieres Monday, June 24 at 5/4c
The ingenuity of zoo staff is put to the test as they devise a treatment for a newborn snow leopard
cub struggling to walk. A group of surprisingly adorable Rodrigues fruit bats are trained for a big
move. Later, slender horned gazelles get a brand-new exhibit space next to their new neighbors,
the zebras.
A Polar Bear in the City premieres Monday, June 24 at 6/5c
The last polar bear in New York City is showing his age so the staff makes sure he gets all the
attention he needs. A trio of red ruffed lemurs are prepped for their big debut. A new exhibit is
constructed for the hellbender, a giant amphibian with a wicked reputation.
Bears Will Be Bears premieres Tuesday, June 25 at 5/4c
The brown bears keep tearing up their exhibit, leaving zoo staff scrambling for a solution. Armani
the aardvark gets treated for a tooth infection which has dampened her enthusiasm for digging.
Later, a group of burrowing owls prepare to move from Queens to the Bronx to start a new colony.
Kangaroo Dave premieres Tuesday, June 25 at 6/5c
Dave, a kangaroo suffering from chronic arthritis, tries cryotherapy. A large group of rambunctious
gharials are trained to patiently wait for their food. A tiny pygmy marmoset gives birth to an even
tinier baby.
Slow Loris Romance premieres Wednesday, June 26 at 5/4c
The slow loris has a tiny window for breeding, so staff anxiously help a potential pair connect. The
veterinary team develop ground-breaking techniques to treat the stoic penguins. Later, an okapi
with a limp gets a helping hand.
An Elephant’s Trust premieres Wednesday, June 26 at 6/5c
Trust and experience are put to the test when an elephant requires delicate veterinary treatment
from her keepers. Endangered pink pigeons need all the help they can get to produce offspring.
Monty the adorable otter needs to visit the dentist.
Training Dragons premieres Thursday, June 27 at 5/4c
The squirrel monkeys play hard-to-get with the Children's Zoo's keepers. A pair of Komodo dragons
meet for the first time, with explosive results. The Inca terns prepare for their first big flight.
The Eagle Has Landed premieres Thursday, June 27 at 6/5c
A pregnant African wild dog has the staff anxiously preparing for the big day. Zoo director Jim
Breheny steps in to help a keeper learn how to handle a golden eagle. Later, a new tree in Jungle
World gives the gibbons a new world to explore.
The Tiger’s Dance premieres Friday, June 28 at 5/4c
When keepers introduce two Amur tigers as potential mates, the process proves anything but
smooth. A pair of African porcupines arrive at the zoo, requiring delicate handling. Later, a
pregnancy check on a 3,000 pound rhino necessitates some highly specialized equipment.
A Gorilla with Heart premieres Friday, June 28 at 6/5c
Surgery on a silverback gorilla's broken canine reveals a more serious medical issue. Is love in the
air for two Birds of Paradise, Glory and Holiday? A confiscated black-breasted leaf turtle is
introduced to eligible bachelorettes. Later, dozens of venomous tarantulas keep the staff on their
toes.

**ONGOING SERIES**
Cake Boss (Season 9)
Series Airs Saturdays at 9/8c
TV-PG
Buddy Valastro is back for a brand-new season of CAKE BOSS! Follow the world-famous baker and his family
as they continue to expand Carlo's Bakery, their successful family business. Buddy and his cake making team,
including his four sisters, two brothers-in-law and cousins, will return to tackle exciting new projects including
a fire-breathing dragon cake and a Viking ship inspired cake. Viewers will also get to catch up with Buddy's
wife, Lisa; his children, Sofia, Buddy Jr, Marco and Carlo. As one of the most successful and renowned cake
artists in the United States, Buddy continues his mission to achieve his late father's dream of making Carlo's
Bake Shop a household name.
• Wedding Bells and Flower Power premieres Saturday, June 1 at 9/8c
Buddy's used to taking cake orders, but this bride wants more than just an over-the-top floral
wedding cake. Mauro and Madeline are celebrating their 25th wedding anniversary, but Mauro
wants to relive the magic. First step: making sure Madeline wants to say “I do,” all over again.
• Diggerland, Dol and Dresses premieres Saturday, June 1 at 9:30/8:30c
Buddy's inner kid comes out when he creates a cake for a construction-themed amusement park.
Mauro meets a Korean couple celebrating their son's first birthday with a Dol party, where their
baby will symbolically choose a path in life. Madeline and her sisters search for the perfect dress for
her to wear at her 25th anniversary vow renewal.
• Viking Ships and Ice Cream Cones premieres Saturday, June 8 at 9/8c
Buddy needs his sea legs when he heads to a consultation on the world's largest replica Viking ship!
Lisa and Madeline have a delicious consultation at a local ice cream truck. The owners are having a
customer appreciation day and want an ice cream inspired cake to serve up. Meanwhile, Buddy's
time on the Viking ship has made him miss his own boat, so he and the guys set out for an
afternoon fishing trip.
• Mermaids, Promotions, and Puppy Love premieres Saturday, June 8 at 9:30/8:30c
It's been on his bucket list for years, and now Buddy finally gets to make the mermaid cake he's
been dreaming about. It's for a New Jersey aquarium that's hosting several "mermaids" who swim
in the tanks and entertain their visitors. Mauro makes a special cake to honor a family friend who
was just promoted to chief of police. Lisa finally surprises the Valastro family with a dog, but it may
not be the guard dog Buddy expected.
• Ballet and South African Biltong premieres Saturday, June 15 at 9/8c
Buddy has made some pretty interesting cakes, but a beef jerky cake may be one of the oddest. A
client who makes traditional South African beef jerky, called biltong, wants Buddy to include the
meaty treat not just on, but in the cake! Mary and Lisa visit a local dance company celebrating a
recent award. While the bakery team works on the music box themed cake, the sisters are so
inspired by the graceful dancers they decide to take a dance class themselves.
• 25 Years and Counting premieres Saturday, June 22 at 9/8c
Mauro and Madeline plan to celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary with the whole famiglia by
renewing their vows. Madeline wants a replica of their first wedding cake, so Buddy and Mauro
recreate the cake Buddy Sr. made 25 years ago. Joe passes the torch of best man to Mauro's son,
Buddy Castano. But the best man gig isn't as easy as Buddy C. had hoped.
• Creepy Crawly Cake and Haunted House premieres Saturday, June 29 at 9/8c
October means Halloween at the bakery. This year, Buddy's eldest son wants his own haunted
house to go along with his spooky cake. Meanwhile, the Carlo's crew designs a cake that looks like
an intricately carved pumpkin sculpture.

Cupcake Wars
Series Airs Tuesdays at 7/6c
TV-G
Each week on CUPCAKE WARS, four of the country’s top cupcake bakers face off in three elimination
challenges until only one decorator remains. The sweet prize: $10,000 and the opportunity to showcase their
cupcakes at the winning gig. Candace Nelson (owner of Sprinkles Cupcakes) and Florian Bellanger (chef and coowner of online macaron company MadMac) serve as permanent judges with a third rotating judge each
week, and Justin Willman hosts.
• L.A. Auto Show premieres Tuesday, June 4 at 7/6c
Four creative cupcake bakers go head-to-head in hopes of having their delicious displays featured
among next year's coolest rides at the world-renowned LA Auto Show's exclusive preview night.
• Rose Parade premieres Tuesday, June 4 at 8/7c
Four Cupcake Wars champions set out to prove they're the best of the best as they fight to have
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their delicious displays featured at the coronation of the 2011 Rose Queen, as well as the special
grand prize of being featured in the internationally renowned Rose Parade.
Hard Rock premieres Tuesday, June 4 at 9/8c
Four gifted cupcake bakers battle for the chance to have their tasty treats on display at the Hard
Rock Cafe's Pinktober concert event, featuring music legend and breast cancer survivor Melissa
Etheridge.
Grammy’s premieres Tuesday, June 11 at 7/6c
Four Cupcake Wars veterans return to the battlefield for another shot at victory and a chance to
serve the music industry's biggest stars at the Grammy nominee concert.
Valentine’s Day premieres Tuesday, June 11 at 8/7c
Four talented cupcake bakers vie for the chance to have their delicious displays featured at a
romantic ocean-side wine tasting for couples, with romance icon, Fabio, as the special guest judge.
Walk of Fame premieres Tuesday, June 11 at 9/8c
Four talented cupcake bakers vie for the chance to have their cupcakes take center stage as the
legends of film, television and radio celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the world-famous Hollywood
Walk of Fame.
AFI Young Hollywood premieres Tuesday, June 4 at 7/6c
Four gifted cupcake bakers battle for the chance to rub elbows with some of the hottest stars of
the silver screen and have their cupcakes featured at the American Film Institute's Young
Hollywood Party.
Ice House premieres Tuesday, June 4 at 8/7c
Four creative cupcake bakers go head-to-head for the chance to serve some of Hollywood's legends
of laughter at the 50th anniversary of the Ice House comedy club.

SPECIALS/STUNTS
My Little Pony: Rainbow Roadtrip
World Premiere Saturday, June 29 at 11:30a/10:30c
Rating Pending
The Mane Six hop a balloon for Hope Hollow, where Rainbow Dash has been invited to be the guest of honor
at the town's Rainbow Festival. But when they crash land in town, there's nopony there to greet them. The
mystery grows when the sun rises to reveal the entire town and the ponies in it have been drained of color!
While Twilight Sparkle tries to discover what malicious magic caused the town to fade, her friends help the
townsponies plan a new rainbow festival, making friends along the way, and restoring the hope missing from
Hope Hollow.

Wild Days of Summer
Every Sunday Beginning Monday, June 17 at 5/4c
Discovery Family’s WILD DAYS OF SUMMER programming event returns in June with fun new facts, trivia and
wild experiences from Zoo Miami. Viewers will also get up close and personal with some of the most
fascinating wildlife at the Bronx Zoo in Manhattan with the network series premiere of THE ZOO. Contact
Jared_Albert@discovery.com for the full schedule.

My Little Pony: Mane Months (Rainbow Dash)
Marathon Begins Saturday, June 1 at 12/11c
Celebrate pony all month long in June as Discovery Family Channel highlights the best episodes of MY LITTLE
PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC and EQUESTRIA GIRLS featuring Rainbow Dash! Contact
Jared_Albert@discovery.com for the complete schedule.
###

